[The inheritance and development of Shang han lun (Treatise on cold pathogenic diseases) in the perspective of Wu Jutong's Wen bing tiao bian (Treatise on differentiation and treatment of seasonal warm diseases)].
Wu Jutong is regarded as one of the master figures in the school of seasonal warm diseases. In his representative work Wen bing tiao bian (Treatise on Differentiation and Treatment of Seasonal Warm Diseases), he was not only an expert in adopting and adjusting classical prescriptions, but also good at treating diseases by using warm - hot drugs. On the other hand, Treatise on Differentiation and Treatment of Seasonal Warm Diseases makes up some deficiencies and thus perfects Shang han lun (Treatise on Cold Pathogenic Diseases). So, it is a fact that Wu Jutong inherited and developed Zhongjing's doctrine.